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Estate Tax Repeal: Enriching the Few
IRS Data Show That 520 Families Paid 26 Percent of Federal Estate Taxes in 2004

T  he estate tax is back in the news. In Washington,
Congressional leaders are once again pushing for

permanent and immediate repeal of the federal estate
tax. Given the intensity of the Republican leadership’s
assault on the so-called “death tax,” casual observers
could be forgiven for thinking that immediate repeal
might mean tax cuts for middle- and low-income
taxpayers down the road—but nothing could be
further from the truth. Here’s the lowdown on what’s
at stake in this year’s estate tax showdown, plus an
overview of the latest IRS data on who actually pays
the estate tax.

What’s At Stake?
Estate tax repeal was one of the most bitterly
contested pieces of the Bush tax-cutting agenda in
2001. But the “repeal” legislation enacted that year
had two odd twists:
L The repeal was accomplished very gradually, by
increasing the exemption between 2002 and 2009
(see box at right). In 2006, estates worth less than $2
million ($4 million for married couples) are exempt
from tax—and a top federal rate of 39 percent applies
to the biggest estates. (Most states apply a 16 percent
marginal rate on top of the federal rate.)

L All of the Bush tax cuts, including the estate tax
repeal, are scheduled to “sunset” in 2011, after just
one year of full estate tax repeal—leaving the estate
tax just as it would have been absent Bush’s cuts.

In other words, if Congress does nothing at all, the
estate tax will continue to gradually disappear for the
next four years—which makes the Congressional
leadership’s push for immediate action on estate tax
repeal puzzling. Congress has plenty of time to focus
on more pressing issues before deciding on the fate
of the estate tax. To be sure, the odd incentives

created by a one-year repeal of the estate tax (which
Paul Krugman has referred to as the “Throw Momma
from the Train Act of 2001”) should be addressed
before 2010. But rather than seeking immediate

repeal, lawmakers should be working to preserve this
important revenue source. With a ten-year price tag
of up to $1 trillion, permanent estate tax repeal is
simply unaffordable—a high price to pay for a tax
that affects few Americans. And the worst of the so-
called “compromise” options under discussion in Con-
gress would cost almost as much as complete repeal.

continued on page 2
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Federal Estate  Tax Exem ption & Top Rate
Year Exemption Rate
2001 $675,000 39%
2002 $1,000,000 38%
2003 $1,000,000 41%
2004 $1,500,000 44%
2005 $1,500,000 39%
2006 $2,000,000 39%
2007 $2,000,000 38%
2008 $2,000,000 38%
2009 $3,500,000 38%
2010
2011 $1,000,000 39%

Estate Tax Repealed  -- One Year Only
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From the Director’s Desk
Dear Friends,
It’s that time of year again. The Trustees of the Social Security Administration have delivered their latest annual report on the Social
Security Trust Fund’s fiscal health. And once again, the Bush Administration is decrying this latest reminder of the long-term
shortfall in Social Security revenues—even as they and the Congressional leadership blithely push for still more unaffordable tax
cuts. As we go to press, Congress is putting the final touches on a budget resolution that will likely cut important social services by
tens of billions of dollars over the next five years. And far from matching these cuts with deficit-reducing tax hikes, Congress seems
increasingly intent on enacting still more irresponsible tax breaks for the wealthy. The big-ticket item is an extension of temporary
lower tax rates on capital gains and dividends, a giveaway that threatens to balloon our federal debt while offering peanuts to most
working families. Check out our analysis on page 3 for the latest CTJ analysis of who earns capital gains—and who pays capital
gains taxes.

Even as Congress holds the federal budget hostage to capital gains tax breaks for the wealthiest Americans, lawmakers have
so far failed to act on a permanent solution to a much more immediate tax reform concern—the individual Alternative Minimum Tax.
A new CTJ analysis shows that unless Congress acts soon to extend temporary AMT tax breaks that expired on January 1 of this
year, more than 15 million Americans will be forced into the AMT for the first time in 2006—completely distorting the original intent
of elected officials who sought to ensure that a small number of the very wealthiest tax-avoiders would be required to pay at least
some federal income tax. As our analysis points out, the temporary tax breaks being discussed by Congress right now would fall far
short of the long-term, responsibly paid-for AMT fix that’s really needed. Read more about the details of CTJ’s state-by-state
analysis—including the number of residents in your state who may fall into the AMT trap in 2006—on page 4.

Meanwhile, without fanfare, President Bush has quietly signed into law an increase in the federal debt limit. For the fourth time
since Bush took office, lawmakers have chosen to increase the amount of money the nation can legally borrow rather than working
to balance the nation’s books honestly. The latest addition, a whopping $781 billion, brings the debt limit to a record $8.9 trillion.
Basic questions and answers on what the federal debt limit means can be found on page 5.

Once the dust has cleared from the Congressional budget resolution, Republican tax writers will likely move right into their
latest effort to permanently repeal the federal estate tax. But as newly released IRS data show, it’s clearer than ever that the federal
estate tax is simply irrelevant for all but the very wealthiest Americans. And the tax has a shockingly small impact on the ability of
even the wealthiest estates to pass on their value unimpeded to heirs. Our cover story walks you through the numbers, and
explains why permanent estate tax repeal should be the last thing on Congressional tax writers’ agenda right now.

Thank you all for your continued support.

Bob McIntyre

Who Pays the Federal Estate Tax?
In 2003, 2,448,288 Americans died. But only 30,276
of these decedents left behind enough to owe any
federal estate tax in 2004 (when returns were
generally due). This handful of taxable estates paid a
total of $21.6 billion in federal estate taxes.
L These 30,276 taxable returns represented just
1.24 percent of all the people who died in 2003.

L Within this small group of taxable estates, the
lion’s share of the estate tax was paid by an even
smaller group. The 520 taxable estates worth over
$20 million in 2004 were responsible for more than a
quarter of the estate taxes collected that year.

L  The 3,494 taxable estates worth over $5 million
were responsible for 62 percent of all federal estate
taxes paid in 2004.

Of course, this should come as no surprise—even
before the Bush tax cuts, the federal estate tax
applied only to a small number of the biggest estates.

continued on page 3

Federal Estate Taxes in 2004: Who Pays?
By size of estate, for all decedents

# with Estate Tax % of Total 
Size of estate estate tax Paid,  $Bill. Estate Taxes

Less than $1 million — — —
$1 – 2.5 million 21,152 3.676 17.0%
$2.5 – 5 million 5,630 4.656 21.5%
$5 – $10 million 2,166 4.371 20.2%
$10 – 20 million 808 3.244 15.0%
$20 million or more 520 5.678 26.3%

TOTAL 30,276 21.625 100%
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Want the latest on tax reform issues?
Check out the “Talking Taxes” weblog at
www.talkingtaxes.org.  

But the new IRS data make it abundantly clear that
estate tax liability is simply not an issue for the vast
majority of American families.

Less obvious, but equally important for lawmakers
debating the next step in federal estate tax reform, is
the relatively small impact of the current estate tax on
the very richest families. Far from paying the
“confiscatory” tax rates decried by anti-estate tax
advocates, even the biggest estates have been pretty
much unimpeded in their efforts to pass their wealth
on to the next generation.
L While the top federal estate tax rate was
nominally 49 percent for 2003 estates, that’s nowhere
close to what these estates actually paid in tax. For all
taxable estates bigger than $1 million (those who
were required to file estate tax returns in 2004), only
11.5 percent of the net value of the estate went to
federal estate taxes. Some of the rest went to charity
(8 percent) and state taxes (3.4 percent). But the lion’s
share, 77 percent, went directly to heirs.
L Even for the very largest estates, worth more than
$20 million, only 14 percent of the net estate went to
federal estate taxes.

This new data provide the clearest evidence yet that
the Congressional tax writers pushing for immediate
estate tax repeal are intent on enriching a small group
of the very wealthiest Americans, at the expense of
middle- and low-income taxpayers.

Who Pays Capital Gains Taxes?
In 2003, Congress enacted—and President Bush

signed into law—a new tax break that lowered the
top federal income tax rate on capital gains from 20
percent to 15 percent. This special lower capital gains
rate, which is less than half of the 35 percent top tax
rate on salaries and wages, is not scheduled to expire
until the beginning of 2009—but tax writers in
Congress are already pushing to extend this tax
break. This analysis provides a quick reminder that
the bulk of the benefits from this tax break go to a
very small group of the wealthiest Americans:

# In 2005, the wealthiest 1 percent of Americans
paid 72 percent of the tax on the long-term
capital gains that were eligible for the reduced
rates. This group earned an average of $1.2
million in 2005.

# The wealthiest 10 percent of taxpayers enjoyed a
whopping 90 percent of the capital gains eligible
for this special tax break in 2005.

# The poorest sixty percent of Americans, by
contrast, collectively received just 2 percent of
the capital gains eligible for the lower capital
gains rates—and paid less than 1 percent of the
capital gains taxes.

It would be hard to design a tax break that offered
less to lower- and middle-income working families—
yet the fight over capital gains is the main stumbling
block preventing Congressional agreement on other
important tax and budget issues. At a time when
critical public services for the poor are facing sharp
reductions, it’s hard to believe that Congress could
see more tax cuts for the rich as a priority.

Where the Money in Estates Goes
Shares of net estate after expenses for 2004 tax filers

Taxes Friends & Family Total

Size of estate Fed Govt States Charity Heirs  

$1 – 2.5 million 5.5% 2.1% 3.5% 89.0% 100%
$2.5 – 5 million 12.9% 2.8% 5.7% 78.7% 100%
$5 – $10 million 17.0% 3.9% 6.8% 72.3% 100%
$10 – 20 million 18.3% 5.2% 8.2% 68.3% 100%
> $20 million 14.0% 5.0% 18.1% 62.9% 100%

Totals 11.5% 3.4% 8.0% 77.1% 100%

Note: Total “net estates after expenses” means estates after all expenses and 
uses except federal and state estate taxes and bequests to charity and heirs.

Who Pays Capital Gains Taxes?

Capital 
Gains

Capital Gains 
Tax

Lowest 20% $ 10,800 $ 0 0.2% 0.0%
Second 20% 22,100 2 0.6% 0.1%
Middle 20% 36,200 8 1.1% 0.3%
Fourth 20% 59,600 53 3.5% 2.1%
Next 10% 91,100 158 4.4% 3.2%
Next 5% 129,000 474 5.4% 4.8%
Next 4% 222,000 2,095 14.8% 16.9%
Top 1% 1,241,000 35,956 69.9% 72.6%

ALL $ 61,600 $ 488 100.0% 100.0%

2005 Income 
Group

Average 
Income

Avg Cap 
Gains Tax

Share of:
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The Alternative Minimum Tax:
State-by-State Estimates
Our leaders in Congress have pushed so hard to

extend tax cuts that won’t expire until 2009 (in
the case of the capital gains and dividends cuts) or
2011 (as is true of the rest of the Bush tax cuts) that
Americans could be forgiven for not knowing that
some of the Bush tax cuts have already disappeared.

But it’s true: on January 1, 2006, temporary higher
exemptions from the individual Alternative Minimum
Tax (AMT) were allowed to expire. These higher AMT
exemptions were enacted to keep the Bush cuts in
the regular income tax rates from pushing ever-larger
numbers of taxpayers into the AMT. But these higher
AMT exemptions are very costly, and our political
leaders are unwilling to find a way to cover that cost
(other than with more debt)—and so, more than four
months after their expiration, Congress remains at a
standoff over how to restore the AMT tax breaks.

Background on the AMT
The AMT was enacted in 1969 as a backstop to the
regular income tax. Designed to ensure that even the
very wealthiest Americans would pay some income
tax no matter how many tax breaks they would
otherwise be able to claim, the AMT rules supple-
mented the regular income tax (which has higher
rates and a narrower, loophole-ridden tax base) with
an alternative tax base, which has lower rates and a
broader, relatively loophole-free tax base. Higher-
income Americans compute their tax under both
systems and pay whichever is greater. 

To prevent middle-income taxpayers from falling
into the AMT, the tax rules allowed very  large exemp-
tions. But the last permanent hike in the AMT exemp-
tions took effect in 1993, when the exemption for
married couples was increased to $45,000.  Inflation
has sharply reduced the real value of the exemption
since 1993; if the married AMT exemption had kept
up with inflation since 1993, it would be almost
$63,000 in 2006. As a result, the exemptions have
become less and less effective in sheltering middle-
income Americans from the AMT each year.

Temporary tax cuts enacted in 2003 increased the
married exemption to $58,000 for tax years 2004 and
2005. But under current law, the exemption drops
back to $45,000 starting in 2006—unintentionally
exposing millions more upper-income families to AMT
liability.

Current Proposals for AMT Relief
Tax writers in the House and Senate have so far
favored a simple extension of the expired higher ex-
emptions, with slight variations. The Senate’s AMT fix
would restore the AMT exemption to its real 1993
value, while the House bill offers only a slight hike
over the temporary 2005 exemption amount.

What’s At Stake
The AMT was enacted as a response to revelations
that 155 super-wealthy taxpayers had paid no income
tax in 1966—and the tax was designed to apply only
to these wealthiest Americans. But a new CTJ analysis
makes it clear that if Congress and the Bush Admini-
stration do not act to extend the AMT tax breaks, the
tax will no longer apply only to the wealthiest few:
the number of American taxpayers paying the AMT
could jump by over 15 million when Americans file
their 2006 taxes next April. CTJ’s analysis shows the
number of 2006 AMT taxpayers in each state under
current law (that is, with the same lower exemptions
that were in force before 2003) and under the current
House and Senate plans to extend AMT relief.

The following table shows the ten states in which
the highest percentage of residents will owe the
AMT if the temporary exemptions are not extended.

(A table for all states is available at www.ctj.org.) The
analysis shows that:

# In six states (New Jersey, Connecticut, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Maryland and Wis-
consin), more than 20 percent of taxpayers will
be subject to the AMT in 2006 unless Congress
takes steps to increase the AMT exemption.

Rank State Families in AMT % in AMT

1 New Jersey 1,038,400 26%
2 Connecticut 363,000 23%
3 New Hampshire 137,700 23%
4 Massachusetts 687,200 22%
5 Maryland 569,700 22%
6 Wisconsin 509,700 20%
7 Minnesota 420,300 18%
8 Rhode Island 91,500 18%
9 North Dakota 53,000 18%

10 New York 1,580,300 17%

States Hit Hardest By the AMT in 2006 
Under Current Law



# In the hardest-hit state, New Jersey, more than a
quarter of all taxpayers will be subject to the
AMT in 2006 unless Congress takes action now.

What Should Be Done?
Some form of AMT relief is almost certain to be
enacted this year, and a simple extension of the
expired higher exemptions is a minimally acceptable
first step that would at least prevent the nightmare
scenario described in CTJ’s analysis. 

But restoring the AMT to its proper place as an
effective backstop to the regular income tax requires
a more comprehensive effort to undo the tax deforms
that have been enacted over the past twenty years.

For example, the AMT is supposed to be (and
once was) based on a broad, almost loophole-free
definition of taxable income. But the AMT rules now
include the same special capital gains tax break that
is allowed under regular income tax rules—which
effectively means that excessive reliance on capital
gains tax breaks is unlikely to push a wealthy taxpayer
into the AMT. 

Since this is exactly the sort of tax avoidance that
was meant to trigger AMT liability in the first place,
eliminating the AMT’s capital gains loophole should
be a basic first step toward long-term reform of this
important tax backstop. It’s not too late for Congress
to put these real reforms on its agenda this year. 

Maxing out the Federal Credit Card

So you’re about to pay for the week’s groceries
with your credit card—and you find that you’ve

maxed out your credit. What do you do? Most
Americans would take this as a sign that they’ve got
some fundamental cash flow problems that ought to
be fixed.  Congress and the President, on the other
hand, have developed an unfortunate habit of simply
applying for a new credit card with a higher limit.

That’s the practical impact of Congress’ latest
move to increase the legal amount of debt the nation
can owe its creditors, from $8.16 to $8.96 trillion.
This $780 billion line of new credit will be enough to
keep our leaders’ borrowing binge legitimate—at
least until sometime in 2007. Here are some basic
questions and answers about the federal debt limit
and how it works.

Q: How long have we had a legal limit on the
nation’s overall debt?
A: Before 1917, there was no cap on the allowable
amount of federal debt—but every increase in debt

was approved by an act of Congress. A 1917 law,
designed to give the government more flexibility in
coping with wartime finances, allowed the U.S.
Treasury Department to increase the nation’s total
debt by borrowing at its own discretion—but as a
tradeoff for this borrowing ability, the new law
imposed an overall cap ($11.5 billion initially) to
restrain the Treasury’s actions.
Q: What kinds of debt are subject to the limit?
A: The limit applies to two important sources of
federal debt: debts owed to the public (that is, debts
incurred by selling bonds to individuals in the US and
around the world), and debts the federal government
owes to itself. This second source of federal debt has
increased in recent years as the government has
borrowed short-term Social Security surpluses to help
fund general government operating costs.

Q: What would happen if we actually reach the
federal debt limit without authorizing an increase?
A: No one really knows. But twice in the last several
years, the nation has come to the brink of finding out
the answer to this question. In October of 2004 and
again earlier this spring, the Treasury Department
used short-term accounting gimmicks (most recently,
stopping payment to an investment fund for govern-
ment retirees) to prevent the national debt from
growing beyond the legal limit.  

Q: How worried should Americans be about the
underlying problem—the continuing growth of our
federal debt?
A: After a brief period of fiscal sanity, our national
debt is once more growing to worrisome levels. In
fiscal year 2006, our overall federal debts are at an
already-high 53 percent of the nation’s Gross
Domestic Product. But CTJ’s latest projections show
that by ten years from now, the Bush administration’s
borrowing binge will put our debt at an unsustainable
71 percent of GDP.

This should be worrisome for anyone who values
the services federal, state and local governments
provide: CTJ estimates that by the end of this decade,
the federal government will be spending more of its
revenue just paying off interest on this burgeoning
national debt than on all other areas of discretionary
spending combined—including aid to state and local
governments. As paying off our creditors consume an
ever larger share of our economy, our ability to fund
important public services will decline precipitously.
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VOTE for Citizens for Tax Justice!

CTJ is part of this year’s Working Assets Long Distance (WALD) campaign. If you are a Working Assets
long distance, credit card or wireless customer, you can vote for CTJ to receive funding.

Working Assets was established in 1985 to help busy people make a difference in the world by simply
talking on the phone. Each time a customer uses one of Working Assets' donation-linked services, a
portion of the charges are donated to nonprofit groups working to build a world that is more just, humane,
and sustainable. Over $50 million has been raised for progressive causes. Donations come out of the top-
line (sales), not bottom-line (profits), so donations are made whether or not WALD makes a profit.

You can cast 100% of your vote for CTJ by going to www.workingassets.com/vote and entering the number
100 in the box next to our name, which appears in the ‘Economic and Social Justice’ category. If your bills
come to your home, you have received a paper ballot, which you can fill out the same way and return in the
mail. Voting continues until December 31, 2006. The distribution of campaign funds depends significantly
upon the votes an organization gets.

If you are not currently a member and would like become one or know more about WALD, check out the
website. This is one corporation that really makes an effort to do good in the world.

For more information, you can call us at 202-299-1066, ext. 25.

Go to www.workingassets.com/vote and VOTE for CTJ TODAY!
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